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The real value of the Three Horizons
Further discussions on the Three Horizon Framework
A series of articles extending this further:
Article 1:

Reflecting on the Value of the Three Horizon Model for our
Innovating Future

Article 2:

The Three Horizons ‐fields of future, full of foresight.

Article 3:

Seeing Your Innovating Future across Different Horizons

Article 4:

Are you engaging with all the different voices around you?

Article 5:

Drawing out the different voices within the three horizon
methodology for Innovation

Article 6:

Innovation needs different time and thinking horizons

Innovation needs to ‘map’ across three horizons to transition from today’s
business into tomorrow’s new growth businesses.
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1 Reflecting on the Value of the Three
Horizon Model for our Innovating Future

There is that prevailing sense that we are just managing for ‘business as usual’, leaving many
increasingly uncomfortable and feeling exposed. Why?
Our businesses are not adapting fast enough to changing conditions in the market, often
lagging in the competitive race to update and keep relevant.
Businesses are struggling with conflicting knowledge flows and incoming intelligence, just
simply managing their talent to keep them relevant, engaged and outwardly orientated.
They need to constantly adjust and adapt to the demands and challenges within the societal
conditions, environments and markets, grappling with constant shifts in consumer demand
and coping with the declining natural resources and of what all of this might mean.

We are often short on foresight and certainly struggling with
growing complexity.
Bill Sharpe and Tony Hodgson, along with Andrew Curry and Graham Leicester, have been
working to bring the Three Horizons framework into a more widespread use . Once I had
‘found them’ through the International Futures Forum they became the catalyst for my own
perspective of exploring this framework and applying it specifically for innovation
Bill and Tony have recently provide a wonderfully descriptive view of valuing the Three
Horizon Framework within a 3H slideshare deck I’d encourage you to work through. It
frames and captures much that reflects the tensions and approaches to overcome these.
I’d also encourage you to go back and explore my different thoughts in this site by entering
in the search box: “three horizons”. My trilogy of blogs starting with “the Value of Managing
Innovation Across the Three Horizons” I’d suggest is equally not a bad place to start for a
clear background to this methodology.

Reflecting on a framework to that can help frame those future
discussions?

Let me reflect on some of the thinking around the 3H framework as I relate to it from my
more dedicated focus, the innovation management perspective.
Why I so much like this 3H framework is in its value where you can construct distinctly
different horizon focuses, based on the present, that allow a ‘growing future consciousness’
Our need is that we all must find ways to embrace the future, to not get simply caught up
and washed away, because we were ‘just’ unable to move beyond the present, or simply
stayed stuck in the past. I think this 3H framework is very powerful to allow us to move
beyond our existing framing, to map across different horizons

Often we are caught by surprise, ignoring many warning signs
With our lack of foresight and lack of actions we lose something that begins us to ‘walk the
path towards decay.’ If we ignore ‘taking action’ long enough for a host of seemingly
reasonable reasons, when something occurs that simply confirms what we inwardly had felt
for some time might possibly happen, it has already grown into a real problem.
By using our ability of using foresight; of seeing this possible set of events, different signals
and warnings we have two choices. We could have chosen to continue to ignore it, or we
start to make ‘investments’ into building new defences, new capabilities, new stepping‐
stones to the future.

There is this powerful need to look towards the future
Based on what we know today and what we can set about building and exploring does hold
the exciting promise of the future. Look out of ourselves offers a more rewarding prospect.
A future held in our own hands then we can help shape it and integrate it into our daily lives
or of course, we can simply ignore it and keep hunkered down in what we do, feeling we are
comfortable and secure. I would argue we all need to embrace change, not avoid it, it never
goes away, it is constantly tapping you on the shoulder.

We need to keep reflecting upon what is dominant, prevalent and pattern‐changing, as
these positions are constantly shifting. Scanning the horizons and what is simply all around
‘us’ offers those ‘pockets of the future’ to invest in, explore and experiment, to be open to
change.
Initially these pockets of the future may seem a long way off, often just really weak signals,
but are indicating different, perhaps far more radical and perhaps disruptive changes and
our organizations need to constantly re‐equip for these by building different capabilities and
competencies. Technology clearly comes to mind with wave upon wave of change, crashing
against the established rocks, beginning to weaken the existing structures and form new
ones.

Just remember the present is already in decline
It is the constant renewing, the transforming and capturing of these weak signals, today
clearly seen as marginal to our business, that can ‘permit us’ to explore and begin to re‐
equip ourselves for the changes that might happen. Small investments anticipating potential
changes are highly valuable to consider.
We can choose to ignore these signals or poorly under fund them as they are often
seemingly vague, often unrelated to our existing practices. They are unsure in what they
bring, mostly experimental in the early investigations, that ‘seemingly’ conflict, even
drawing resources away from our existing model but at what risk to the future?
The ongoing dilemma we need to also revolve is around multiple cross over points, between
blending the existing with these possible futures, allowing time and resources to figure out
and explore the options these might present as future options to the business.

Not enough time really does constraint and dominates
We never can find enough time to manage all that we would like to. We are forced to
(eventually) make many rushed choices, often ill‐judged or last‐minute, reacting to changes
being forced on us .
Our interests, values, mind‐set all ‘kick in’ and when it comes to discussing the future, well
often initial discussions begin to move into conflict, based on established positions, types of
personality, vested interests or opinions.
Attitudes and judgement are either grounded in the present, with many executives fairly
dismissive of the future, or those that are more future related become increasingly
impatient in wanting to challenge and change the present.
We need to manage the tensions between the different views on managing the present and
the future.

The rising way of change comes from different experiments and
innovations
It is partly through the treatment of innovation, feeding into the system a rising wave of
future innovations that alter positions. Staying stuck in ‘just’ incremental to serve the
existing conditions in the market seriously constrains you for the future, you stop growing,
exploring, being curious and experimental.

Encouraging separate and focused discussions on the future are
increasingly essential

Discussions within the boardroom, within our R&D centres on the breadth and depth of the
future portfolio and the allocation of resources for innovation, needs to have different
mindsets within the 3H approach.
There needs to be a framework to surface different assumptions, often conflicting and
entrenched views to surface the potential ‘pockets of the future’ as seen through different
eyes.
If we can avoid those initial, often highly personal definitive judgements of the future, we
can begin to map these conflicting thoughts back to our existing, to see different emerging
patterns that meet many of these seemingly ‘conflicting voices’ and each begin to
appreciate and see their role of moving the existing into these futures as they make sense to
their lens or orientation.
You evaluate what initiatives are already under‐way, that have a more future orientation
and which seemed to be more sustaining the present. We are looking to find ways for
transformational change grounded partly in the present, partly based on clear movement
detected.
We are moving the ‘grounded knowledge’ and assumptions into the potentials that are
thought to be emerging, we see the role of the present in the future, we can see much can
be ‘let go’ and allowed to be opened up and explored differently. We are beginning to adapt
to the new environment. The future might be getting clearer.

We neeed to taake care within aany futurre’s discu
ussion.
The three horizon methodology and how
w you frame
e each of the dialogue ssessions do
oes need
care. Yo
ou are not only
o dealingg with preseent complexxity, but see
eing future sscope throu
ugh
emergin
ng patternss and many weak signa ls; equally, we are ofte
en dealing w
with entrenched
position
ns, insecuritty and impaatience.
It is thee ability to step back, to
o travel in aambiguous territory,
t
ch
hallenge thee safe bet of
extendiing the old system,
s
to release
r
thesse deep ten
nsions these
e conversatiions will revveal.

I wou
uld encou
urage adopting th
he three
e horizon methoddology to
o
innovvation
We neeed to encourage a transformation in our capaacities by de
eveloping a collective
awaren
ness of our ‘future
‘
conssciousness’ that opens up a greate
er freedom to act and move
forward
d.
I believee the three horizon me
ethodology becomes an
a essential frameworkk within anyy
organization wantiing to deterrmine their resources and
a evaluatte their innoovation pathways.

Explo
oring the field of futures
f
aand foressight as an
a emergging practice
In a nexxt post I disccuss part off a book thaat came outt in late 201
13 from Bill Sharpe. Hiss book,
or actuaally more a booklet, is called “Thr ee Horizonss: The Patte
erning of Hoope”, publisshed by
Triarchyy Press.
In this b
book, Bill is outlining his distinct a nd even higghly sensitivve way of crreatively wo
orking
through
h many of th
he unknowns, by fram ing and con
nnecting tho
ough the Thhree Horizons,
offeringg his contrib
bution to th
he patterninng of hope for
f all our fu
utures.

2 Three Horizons – fields of future, full
of foresight.

I’d like to relate to parts of a book that came out in late 2013 from Bill Sharpe. His book, or
actually more a booklet, called “Three Horizons: The Patterning of Hope”, published by
Triarchy Press, has some really helpful insights.
In this book, Bill outlines his distinct ways of creatively working through many of the
unknowns, by framing and connecting though the Three Horizons, (3H) as his contribution
to the patterning of hope for all our futures.
I draw out a lot within his thinking, experiences and approaches within the book. Some of
these initial thoughts outlined here, re‐affirm my own thinking and focus on the 3H,
specifically for innovation and its management.
Here are some of the ‘triggers’ I connected with strongly from his book:

The three horizons does offer us much to frame the future
Firstly, the 3H is actually a simple framework, see my original opening post in 2010,on a
quick explanation if you need it. The 3H allows us all to work with what we know, about
today, and a method that allows us to engage creatively with what we don’t know. To look
beyond the existing.
The 3H methodology enables us to look out into the future, across different horizons. It
allows us to gauge the challenges, adding aspects we are beginning to gain a sense of,
transitioning from one position to another. It is one that requires us to reflect and possibly
make change, then we can move forward to meet the new challenges, within this emerging
vision of the possible futures.

Tackliing uncertain futtures for transforrmationa
al changee
Bill askss the question in his bo
ook “How caan people work
w
togeth
her to createe transform
mational
change in the face of the unceertain futuree?”
ern of how we
w have beeen doing th
hings
He sugggests we have choices, we continuue the patte
today o
or we start a new patte
ern. What caan be aband
doned and let go, whatt can be adopted
as new and how do
o we managge the transsition.
e see that thhe way thin
ngs are
Bill’s vieew is that trransformatiion change comes about when we
getting done now has its limitts; we cannoot get much
h beyond th
hese limits hhowever mu
uch we
try to im
mprove the existing sysstem and w
we must face
e the realityy create to ccreate this new
pattern
n for the future we nee
ed.

So it b
becomess clear th
he 3H is a way of working
g with chhange
The 3H offers us a foresight and framing tool for draawing out our
o often coonflicting
discussiions and vieews of whatt all this pottential chan
nge might mean,
m
from our establisshed
pattern
ns or approaaches and th
hose that a re possibly emerging.
It provid
des for a traansitory ste
ep in its secoond horizon
n, full of the
e challengess of wrestlin
ng with
change,, letting go of the present, holdingg onto essential aspectts for the fuuture, embrracing
often to
otally new concepts,
c
skkills or thinkking through positions.. You are inttentionally
drawingg out diverssity of opinion to improove the dialogue, narro
ow differen ces through
h
pattern
n recognition. It can be tough workk.
As Bill sstates “a lott of dynamiccs of chang e come into
o view quite
e naturally, aand we aree lead to
exploree them in terrms of patteerns of behaavior of tho
ose (involved
d) who are m
maintaining
g or
creating
g them”

We caan explore the po
ossibilities found
d across the
t threee differe
ent
horizo
ons

The intent of the 3H is to offer a way to look at the process of change, to view possibilities
across three different horizons, that encourages us to look and question a little deeper, we
make the future more accessible and relevant to us operating in the present, for future
intent and action.
It brings out all the differences, often conflicting ‘voices’ and patterns, to challenge
continuity. Then we need to figure out what needs to come into ‘play’ to help us understand
those future patterns through these dialogues, so we can begin to determine what
resources and emphasis to we place on them.
The 3H can help tackle complex problems or from my own focus, the future intent on
innovation; in its planning, resource allocations and skill gap identification to build
capabilities and capacities to be ‘future’ ready. We need to map innovation across the three
horizons.

The three voices that are to be hopefully found in the same room
The different voices involved can be highly engaged, as Bill suggests, you have the voice of
today, more concerned with managing the existing, maximizing returns and keeping the
organization going efficiently and effectively. Then you have the second voice, the voice of
the entrepreneur, the one eager to experiment, try out new things, explore and extend,
accepting some aspects will not work and the third voice, of the aspirant, who is looking to
build a different vision, believing in different, more pioneering ways and visualizes things in
their ‘mind’s eye’, far more aspirational, that can seemingly on first ‘take’ look to be totally
incompatible to the reality of today.

The ability to draw out tensions, seeing emerging patterns and
growing awareness
That tension between “our present circumstances and positioning” is full of possible future
consequences and those patterns and indications that are stirring the ‘future
consciousness.’ For some this seems to be a little wacky, flaky, far too aspirational, surely
inconceivable, incongruous and unthinkable.
The value of the 3H framing is to begin to make the connection’s, shifting individual thinking
into team actions and decisions. The 3H connects the future for bringing strategy, vision and
innovation into greater alignment of thinking through diverging and then converging.
Bridging often highly divergent differences that are causing a growing and deep set of
tensions are in fact, in Bills words “different perspectives on the future potential of the
present moment”.
We are actually facing three different perspectives; those immersed in the dominant system
of the present, with those that ‘sense’ the scope for new thinking and try something
different, to those in the third domain of arguing for radical change or seeing things very
differently.

The queestion for all too answe
er is “how tthe present might play out in the ffuture?” Th
he job of
the 3H is to raise this in all the
e three opeening and diifferent thin
nking positioons, to achiieve a
more united ‘futurre conscioussness’.

The TThree Horizons ap
pproach works well
w with complexx issues
The value within Bill’s book is how he de scribes the three horizzons in his eexperiencess often
workingg within com
mplex socie
etal areas:
“It offerrs a way to find
f and shape our ow
wn intention
ns more clea
arly, as we loook over the first
horizon
n of the know
wn, toward
ds the seconnd and third
d horizons off innovationn and
transforrmation tow
wards the fu
uture.
It transfforms the potential
p
of the presentt moment by
b revealing each horizoon as a diffe
ferent
quality of the futurre in the preesent, refleccting how we
w act differrently to maaintain the familiar
f
or pioneeer the new
w”.

I havee found this
t bookk offered
d me a frresh persspective of the po
ower
of thee 3H fram
mework.

Bill Sharpe’s book does add so
ome fresh aand helpful thinking to working wiith the three
n frameworkk. It offers real,
r
insight ful ‘nuggetss’ of an experienced prractitioner,
horizon
workingg constantlyy in futures work, takinng on proble
ems that ne
eed fresh appproaches and
a new
conceptts, rather th
han applicattion of routtine method
ds.
Finally aas Bill suggeests “to shifft from our ssimple, onee‐dimensional view of ttime stretch
hing into
the futu
ure and insttead adopt a three‐dim
mensional po
oint of view
w in which w
we become aware
a
of each horizon as a distinct quality
q
of rellationship between
b
the
e future andd the presen
nt. We
call the move into this multi‐d
dimensionall view, and the
t skill to work
w
with itt, the step in
nto
future cconsciousneess”
Through
h this book Bill provide
es his persoonal perspecctives that have
h
added real value to my
own foccus and und
derstandinggs on how too apply the 3H to innovvation.

3 Seeing Your Innovating Future Across
Different Horizons
The three horizons offer us much to frame our innovating future

Following a couple of recent posts on reflecting on the three horizons methodology, firstly
here and then here, I wanted to come back to where I see real value, in managing
innovation into the future.
The 3H methodology enables us to look out into the future, across three different horizons
that can manage the transition between short, medium and long term in our innovation
activities, something often badly lacking in most organizations thinking.
It allows us to gauge the challenges, adding aspects we are beginning to gain a sense of,
transitioning from one position to another. It allows us to deepen our evaluation of the
innovation portfolio of activities, resources and skill sets across different delivery frames of
short, medium and longer‐term.
It is one that requires us to reflect and possibly make change, then we can move forward to
meet the new challenges, within this emerging vision of the possible futures.
So 3H is a way of working with change, it offers us a foresight and framing tool for drawing
out our often conflicting discussions and views of what all this potential change might mean,
from our established patterns or approaches and those that are possibly emerging. The 3H
supports innovation’s management very well.

Accepting everything has a finite life‐cycle
From my perspective we see businesses littered with not wanting to make change, rejecting
the changes going on all around them. These are happening in changing technology,
different business models, threats from competitors coming into the market with different
and often low‐cost models.

Source: Adapted from Sharpe / Hodgson
Sometimes a concept or product has ‘run its course’ is seen as yesterday solution, or
industry segments separated in the past are suddenly ‘fused’ together in new ways due to
new technologies, or being purposefully designed, they begin to disrupt the existing.
We can’t afford to ignore the ‘call of change’, it places our business at significant risk.
Recognizing the challenges life‐cycle management can bring, does need careful managing
within our innovation management.
We do need to recognize changing conditions and begin to plan out our responses, both
short and longer‐term through a well‐crafted transformation road map. The 3H can
underpin this.

So where are you viewing the world from?

Many of our organizations are viewing the
world from where they are. This is often in the safety of their offices. They feel comfortable
to stay with what they know.
They only see change when something suddenly triggers their perception and the world
alters, and it then gives way to a new horizon of sight. Often these can come far too late.
What needs to challenge this place of “the world of where we are” and prompt fresh
thinking so we can allow one of emerging knowledge and insight to enter into. One where
perhaps we are blending our imaginations, with some envisioned destination, where change
will likely alter today’s dominant position. We need to prepare for it as these insights can
radically alters our present position. We become open to change, to think differently.

We need to see the clues all around us
We need to reflect and see how we can forge those new innovation patterns. A
methodology that helps raises our future consciousness and moves us to building new
competencies for future competitive advantage is surely valuable?
We cannot stay trapped in our offices; our constant need is to find all possible means to be
fully engaged and well‐connected into the changes taking place within and across the world.

Managing the present, moving towards the future

In any future thinking there are numerous
uncertainties, yet we also need to address the familiar “the way we (presently) do things
around here”.
We need to grapple with “how can we ‘keep the lights on” but equally move towards a
different horizon without “betting the shop” and totally disrupting all we have built up? This
requires even deeper thinking.
Something that requires us to re‐equip, challenge existing and entrenched ways of working,
bring in and fuse new skills and capabilities, push experimentation and exploration far more,
tolerate failures in new ways, keep shareholders happy, recognizing the need to make
change for a potential sustaining future. Possibilities of changes in our ways of working and
approach begin to unlock and open up to different thinking.
The unlocking of the future is partly recognizing the future patterns, yet is is equally
releasing us from the dominance of old ways of working, systems and structures – ways we
have been increasingly sensing are no longer truly work well for us.

We need to shape our future intentions

It is the second horizon; you can read a
further post specifically on this 2nd horizon, “entering the zone of uncertainty” within this
framework, that is the hardest one to work through.

This is the transitory horizon, balancing today’s business with the investigations and new
possibilities to lead towards a future.
Our abilities to manage this transitory zone (the 2h) is vital for our innovation management,
it holds the key to staying locked in the present or moving towards a sustaining future built
on different views and perspectives

For me the value of the 3H is in its use within innovation’s
management.

The three horizon framework offers a map of
transformational potential which allows us to move towards finding new skills, degrees of
new freedoms and creativity, we are striving for a balance between existing and preferred,
based on present day understanding.
Scoping out the future needs for innovation to address needs different thinking. It needs
foresight and exploration. It needs to allocate resources across the three different horizons
and each of their respective challenges of the future needed from innovation.
This is why the 3H is, for me, a very valuable approach to managing innovation in the
present and for the future.

The 3H framework prompts the need for transformational capacity.
I believe there is great value in exploring innovation possibilities through a framework that
can support the often diverse management thinking, one that is far more strategic in its
focus on exploring the options, working through different scenarios and mindsets, and then
adjusting the resources accordingly, or identifying required new ones.
A framework that ‘sketches out’ that future promise can significantly improves strategic and
innovation alignment, help set organizational direction and defining and allocating
resources appropriately.
It frames discussions, it is a navigational guide to allow for framing challenges and seeing
perspectives in different frames, so as they can be addressed. The 3H helps scope out the
pathway of change from today’s existing innovation approaches. It takes you through the

key mileestones to the
t future envisaged
e
aand allows you
y to distin
nguish diffe rent horizon
challengges.

Workking with
h the 3H approach
a
h can be a very powerful
p
l tool forr
manaaging ourr innovattion futu
ure.

Any framework thaat draws ou
ut concerns,, difference
es of opinion
ns and prom
mpts
transformational discussions.
d
This can bee a very pow
werful mana
agement toool. If it provvides
the plattform for framing and recognizingg what need
ds to change
e.
If it can help to beggin to flesh any capabi lity gaps, sttepping‐ston
nes to crosss and if it caan
‘point’ ttoward the action and activities thhat need to
o put into place, so the organizatio
on can
make th
heir moves towards that differentt innovation
n future, the
en it has greeat value within
w
any orgganization wanting
w
to manage
m
andd structure its
i innovatio
on activity.
I believee the three horizons ap
pproach cann contribute significantly to this a im of manaaging
innovattion and givving organizations a susstaining future. I certaiinly recomm
mend it.

4 Are you engaging with all the different
voices around you?

Having different perspectives and voices will enhance your innovation activities, they
provide diversity, stimulus and greater options for you to consider the future innovation
journey. How do we set about engaging with all these different voices surrounding
innovation?

Have you ever worked with the three horizon framework?
It is really useful for managing your innovation activities, drawing out the often conflicting
voices within the organization on how to take innovation forward. The approach can unlock
you from just being caught in the present, to one of envisaging a future that then allows you
to begin to build different capabilities, competencies and capacities.
Find out more here and here and here on the three horizons or within this blog site put “three
horizon approach ” into the search box. You will find I have provided a considerable
overview in different posts thoughts on the 3H thinking and why I place such value in it for
innovation’s evolution.

The fresh perspective within the Three Horizon Framework
The 3H framework offers a perspective that accepts the need to both address the multiple
challenges that occur in the first horizon, foster the seeds of the third and, allocate appropriate
focus and resources to manage the transitions from one to another.
What makes the model valuable to innovators is that it ‘accepts’ that competition is restless,
markets are evolving, and that change is a constant. The three horizons approach offers the
methodology for constructing plausible and coherent innovation activities projected out into
the future. It looks for emerging winners.

The 3H
H not a plannning tool; it is providinng a valuable evolutionaary perspecctive that diaalogues
can be fformed arouund, so deciisions on whhere to focu
us and what resources tto apply can
n be
based oon a more pllausible and
d coherent sset of activitties projecteed into the ffuture, searcching
for emeerging winnners, those th
hat can poteentially chan
nge and chaallenge yourr existing bu
usiness
but evolve it in clear ways. Th
he 3H is a ddialogue mecchanism to help frame the evolvin
ng
journeyy and allow you to mov
ve towards iit in a betterr structured way.
The neeed is to disccuss the challenges in hhorizon one and nurturee the seeds oof the third.. It is
not an eeither/or, goood/bad disccussion. Yoou need thosse robust disscussions too form fresh
h
perspecctives. The key
k is in listtening out aand becomin
ng adept at managing th
these converrsations
betweenn the ‘voicees’ of the thrree horizonns.

The tthree voiices that need to be in th
he same room
r
• You hhave the voiice of today, the voice oof the mana
ager(s) resp
ponsible forr delivering todays
result thhat are moree concerned
d with manaaging the ex
xisting, max
ximizing retuurns and keeeping
the orgaanization gooing efficien
ntly and efffectively.
• Then yyou have thhe second vo
oice, the vooice of the entrepreneu
e
ur, the one eeager to
experim
ment, try outt new thingss, explore aand extend, accepting some aspectss will not work
w
• Last w
we have the third voice, the voice oof the aspirrant, who is looking to build a diffferent
vision, bbelieving inn different, more
m
pioneeering ways and visualize things inn their ‘mind
d’s
eye’, faar more aspiirational, thaat can seem
mingly on firrst ‘take’ loo
ok to be totaally incomp
patible
to the reeality of todday.
The diff
fferent voicees involved can be highhly engaged
d, all wantin
ng to add theeir perspecttive, you
need to listen to theem. You neeed to searchh for comm
mon ground, growing reecognition and
a
sometim
mes realizattion, that theese are not sso much sep
parate voicees, but actuaally ones that can
all be coombined, too provide a far greater ooutcome wh
hen they can
n ‘see the saame future’ but
throughh their own specific voiice.
It is thee combinatioon of these different thrree voices that
t need to come togetther and hellp frame
the innoovation jourrney. It is by
y applying aand using th
he three horrizons frameework and its
i
methoddology you can
c draw ou
ut and advannce better outcomes
o
for your futurre innovatio
on
activityy.

Theree is this powerfu
p
ul need too look to
owards the
t futurre

Based on what we know today and what we can set about building and exploring, does hold
the exciting promise of the future. Look out of ourselves offers a more rewarding prospect.
Valuing the often conflicting voices around us or even seeking them out provides for richer
promise.
We need to keep reflecting upon what is dominant, prevalent and seems to be patternchanging, as these positions are constantly shifting. Scanning the horizons and what is simply
all around ‘us’ offers those ‘pockets of the future’ to invest in, explore and experiment, to be
open to change, to shape and prepare for, to become far more “future ready”.
Initially these pockets of the future may seem a long way off, often just really weak signals,
but are indicating different, perhaps far more radical and perhaps disruptive changes for our
organizations to re-equip for. The earlier yon can spot and organize for changes ahead the
greater the chances of building the different capabilities and competencies these are more
likely to need.
Technology clearly comes to mind with wave upon wave of change is crashing against the
established rocks, beginning to weaken the existing structures and form new ones. Innovation
gains from this constant flow, if you are ready to receive it.

Change does come from different experiments and explorations
It is partly through the treatment of innovation, feeding into the system a rising wave of
future innovations that alter positions. Staying stuck in ‘just’ incremental to serve the existing
conditions in the market seriously constrains you for the future, you stop growing, exploring,
being curious and experimental.
You need to encourage experimentation, testing, prototyping, accelerating the learning and
then being ready to scale what holds promise and abandon what seems not too. For this you
need all the voices within your organization seeing the future, so they can consciously work
towards it, even when it might seem vague and not fully clear. The 3H framework draws out
discussions, it helps project into the future.

Just always remember, the present is already in decline.
Look out, do not stay locked in.
Entrenchment limits your options to break out, as much as you might feel it
needs defending, as its providing your present day core yet it is ‘holding
you hostage’ not able to break free and embrace the future in the planned
ways you can achieve.
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Drawing out the different voices within
the three horizon methodology
for Innovation

We so often struggle to articulate our innovation activity and then can’t seemingly project our
plans into the future in consistent and coherent ways. We often lack the framing necessary.
If this rings true of the innovation activity in your organization, then it is in danger of being
seen as isolated, one-off events, that fail to link to your organizational strategy. Furthermore
you’ll be missing out, or not capitalizing on emerging trends and insights where fresh growth
opportunities reside.
I so often come back to the messages we need to learn, which centre’s around the three
horizon methodology.
I just wish this framework would be adopted far more within organizations those wanting to
build a sustaining dialogue around innovation; it can be such a powerful enabler.
How can we become increasingly alert to social shaping, as well as emerging technology and
discoveries that might lead to new horizons and fresh growth? There is a powerful need to
connect our ‘today’ with ‘possibilities’ in the future. These options, which are often only just
’emerging’, often referred too as weak signals, can be challenging as they offer both conflicts
and uncertainties for our innovation future. The way to counter concerns is to build an
ongoing dialogue across the organization to frame your innovation needs across the entire
innovation / business portfolio.

The value of applying the Three Horizon Methodology for
Innovation
Thinking in different horizons prompts you to go beyond the usual focus of fixing innovation
just in the present. The Three Horizons Methodology connects the present with the desired
future and identifies the ‘seen’ disruptions which might occur in moving towards a vision.
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Horizonss – each horizon
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space of transition, often unstable, called the intermediate space where views can collide and
diverge.

We work this framework in a specific sequence of H1 – H3 – H2.
There is a good reason we look at H1, then H3 and then H2 in that order. Horizon two is the
toughest one, as it needs to balance between today’s existing innovation and those seen as
important to the future. H2 is you transition horizon, one where you need to learn, to gather,
to pilot, prototype, place limited bets and investment to learn and adjust as you work towards
improving your understanding and knowledge for making the ultimate move of managing
what is or shaping in horizon three.
To get there, you will adjust, pivot and constantly reshape as you learn and experiment. This
is the value of this horizon 2 as you work out how the landscape is changing and requiring
constant adjustments. The horizon 2 tends to work on those sustaining innovations (h2-) and
those transformative innovations (h2+).

There are always plenty of uncertainties to map and resolve
Clearly it’s not acceptable to stay still and be good at what you already do and expect this to
just continue out into the future. We need to consciously evolve in how to counterbalance
today’s business needs with new business opportunities offered out in Horizons 2 and 3.
These are providing you with a more robust innovation portfolio of options under
investigation and development.

Having different perspectives will enhance your innovation
activities

The 3H framework offers a perspective that accepts the need to both address the multiple
challenges that occur in the first horizon, foster the seeds of the third and, allocate appropriate
focus and resources to manage the transitions from one to another. We secure, build and
explore across these different horizons.
What makes the model valuable to innovators is that it ‘accepts’ that competition is restless,
markets are evolving, and that change is a constant. The three horizons approach offers the

methodology for constructing plausible and coherent innovation activities projected out into
the future. It looks for emerging winners.
This is not a planning tool; it is providing a valuable evolutionary perspective that dialogues
can be formed around so decisions on where to focus and what resources to apply can be
made on a more plausible and coherent set of activities, projected into the future, searching
for emerging winners that can change and challenge your existing business.
The need is to address the challenges in horizon one and nurture the seeds of the third. It is
not an either/or, good/bad discussion. You need those robust discussions to form fresh
perspectives. The key is in listening out and becoming adept at managing these conversations
between the ‘voices’ of the three horizons.

The three voices that need to be in the same room
The different voices involved can be highly engaged, all wanting to add their perspective:
•

•

•

You have the voice of today, the incumbent, the manager(s) responsible for delivering
today’s result, very much operational and result orientated, that are more concerned
with managing the existing, maximizing returns and keeping the organization going
efficiently and effectively.
Then you have the second voice, the voice of the entrepreneur, the one eager to
experiment, try out new things, wanting to push further, to explore and extend,
accepting some aspects will not work but keen to investigate, experiment and learning
from these discoveries.
Last we have the third voice, the voice of the aspirant, who is looking to build a
different vision, believing in different, more pioneering, perhaps radical solutions that
seeks to visualize things in their ‘mind’s eye’, far more aspirational. This concepts
often can seemingly look on first ‘take’ to be totally incompatible to the reality of
today but are picking up on ‘weak signals’ that are out there that signify a changing
future that might impact your own.

It is the combination of these different three voices that need to come together and frame the
innovation journey by using the three horizons framework.
You really should give it a far greater consideration within your innovation toolbox, it ‘aids’
the framing of your present to future needs and gives ‘voice’ to all the different thinking and
opinions on building the innovation pipeline, balancing the portfolio and helping to identify
all the gaps and opportunities that need resolution.
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Innovation needs different time and
thinking horizons

We often constrain our innovation because we ‘shoe horn’ any conceptual thinking into a
given time, usually the yearly budgetary plan, so it dominates the actions decided and can
exercise a large influence in this constraining of ideas to realization.
We should make the case that different types of innovation operate and evolve over different
time horizons and need thinking through differently.

We have three emerging horizons that need different treatment
for innovation.
1. Those innovations meeting given goals that support today’s business– these should be
within specified period covered by a yearly plan and cover mostly incremental innovation.
They provide the source of energy to feed the future, they form our present core but are more
than likely already in some form of decline, however you prop them up.
2. Objectives that are more disruptive in nature – these are often attained later, after a lot
of experimenting until a clear approach emerges. These need to be progressed within the
period but have a likely longer horizon, in this case our horizon two within the three horizon
framework but usually more than one planning cycle of 12 months. Sometimes they can take
two to three years to emerge.
3. Ideals that offer Future Radical Promise– unattainable within the usual time period,
longer term, but the progress is certainly possible during and after the period planned as they
move from a ‘weak signal’, detected today by probing and investigating over an extended
period of time. Some of these emerge as the business of the future from exploring,
experimenting and building understanding.

We should see these as entirely different in the need to manage
and judge
Breaking down all of innovation into milestone achievements firstly, so time gets signaled
and clarified early, the efforts ahead and resources need get ‘fleshed out’ so then we can think

to apply this into a fit with our more traditional planning cycles. This will allow us to
determine the commitments and resources and help qualify the returns to structure these
accordingly. As we determine the portfolio of innovations we then need to apply entirely
different measurement and performance criteria for each time and thinking horizon.
Our existing planning does needs to account for all three horizons, they cannot be simply
fitted into one set of plans, all having clear metrics and financials. In many cases it simply
ignores the differences completely and forces short cuts, dilution of a great, potentially
radical idea , so it becomes ‘boiled down’ into a series of part disrupting but more often
incremental innovations that fails to deliver the greatest impact that a different time and
thinking approach can achieve..
Often the time horizon of possible desired innovation often has these real conflicts. The
actual realities and needs of the organization, especially in the short-term, we lower the
innovation impact in final delivery. We fall back on incremental solutions as the organization
does not have the patience, appetite or desire to see through the potential fully.

Thinking differently requires different mind-sets.
It is such a pity the different time horizons for different types of innovation are not simply
treated differently in most organizations thinking and planning. We need to ‘account’ for
innovation differently.

We need to think our numbers, activities and planning differently for innovation, pure and
simple. We need to ‘project’ innovation across different horizons, each with its own distinct
goals, objectives, often dedicated resources and investment criteria.
Otherwise you end up with innovations that are simply incremental that competitors can
easily copy, and quickly. We fall into the trap of chasing each other to the point of everincreasing commoditization, known as the race to the bottom, as you failed to invest
sufficient time in building the new capacities for the future business to climb above this and
put profitable distance between you and others.

Clarifying thee innova
ation purrpose an
nd recogn
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t listen and value each other’s ccontribu
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and purrpose from ‘business
‘
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d
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committment, evenn when you have
h
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ferent mentaality that
broaderr innovationn needs to be treated diffferently and where it fits
f within thhe horizon
framingg.

